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By Steve Hamilton

Orion Publishing Co. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, A Stolen Season, Steve
Hamilton, A superb new Alex McKnight thriller from this popular Edgar Award winner It's the most
miserable summer anyone can remember in Paradise, Michigan. Alex and his occasional partner
Leon are outside the local casino waiting to see the 4th July firework celebrations when they
witness a spectacular boat crash. They drag four men from the wreck and revive them. When Alex's
friend Vinnie is later beaten up by four strangers, it doesn't take Alex long to figure out who they
might be. Vinnie suspects that these strangers have been preying on some of the local tribes
people, pressuring them to make fraudulent claims for medicine, which the men then sell on at
street value to drug addicts. When Alex and Vinnie begin to investigate, the men are forced into
desperate action. One of them winds up dead, while the others are determined to prevent Alex and
Vinnie from cutting off their drug supply. These dangerous newcomers receive a warm welcome
from one quarter though - the criminal fraternity. At least Alex can be certain that his cop girlfriend,
Natalie, is safe in Toronto, working on a...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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